Optical properties of hair--detailed examination of specular reflection patterns in various hair types.
Details of the specular reflection of curved hair tresses, resulting from illumination with a collimated incident light source, were examined both qualitatively and quantitatively using high-resolution photography and image analysis. The reflections were found to consist of a multitude of light dots aligned with the fibers and typically separated by a distance of 81-145 microm. The contrast between the dots (specular reflection) and the darker regions (diffuse reflection) of the entire reflection band was found to increase with increasing pigmentation of hair. Highly pigmented Oriental hair provided more contrast within the specular reflection band than unpigmented natural white hair. A quantitative description of the light reflection patterns within the specular reflection band included two-dimensional distribution of luminosity, histograms of the frequency of appearance for peak maxima and minima in luminosity distribution plots, and histograms of absolute maxima and minima of luminosity along the length of the fibers. Specular reflection from African hair, which consists of many curls that provide multiple and randomly distributed reflection centers, have also been investigated. Using microscopy software, Image Tool 2.0, and a method termed image threshold, the number of reflection sites and their shapes could be quantified. For example, treatment of African hair with synthetic sebum was shown to significantly affect the reflection patterns, resulting in a decrease in the overall hair luster. Comparison of reflection patterns from Caucasian frizzy, very curly, and curly hair is also discussed.